
 

Heaven or Hell 

These two words were introduced in reference to death but is it so? Do you achieve heaven/hell 

after death or during life? There could be various associated perspectives; That your karma decides 

your path after death but I believe they do so during life and the path is not that easy as told. you 

will get heaven if you are engaged in good deeds and helping others, being truthful, honest and 

loyal. But it isn't that easy. you might do all the former and still be in hell. The deciding factor is your 

company and your adaptation to the people surrounding you lays the basis of heaven and hell till a 

certain age. Yes, till a certain age because after that you can achieve the power of independence. 

you can have the freedom to choose. you cannot choose your family members or the classmates of 

your school. Everybody needs love but that becomes a luck factor in case of childhood but definitely 

not for adulthood. If your childhood is bizarre that was not your choice but a bizarre adulthood is 

surely is. you can change things maybe still you will get mean people in spite of you being righteous 

but now you have the power to eliminate them. Any type of expectation from others is surely hell 

but avoiding this hell is impractical. You will willingly or unwillingly expect from people surrounding 

you Still you can create a life which could be built on your shoulders alone. Yes having a life with 

good people/ others loving you or getting a love from the one you want maybe luck. But the good 

thing is you can at least achieve self-respect (which is way different than ego and hard to achieve). 

There are certain people more under privileged than you. This statement sounds good when heard 

but aint practical. If I am feeling bad then seeing someone in more disastrous condition will not 

make me feel good but helping someone of that kind might at least earn me an honest and genuine 

smile. It can grant me happiness in quantums (small packets all of different wavelengths). The world 

is not some Bollywood film there is no guarantee of happy ending. Some will have to work very hard 

to lay their path towards it while some needn't to move even a feather. We all are different. Our 

paths are different, Our struggles are different, Our heaven and hell are different. But one thing is 

for sure, we all can make sure about “efforts to save someone/many from going down in the same 

conditions which we personally went through and that could sometimes lead us towards heaven 

during our lifetime. The concept of heaven and hell are personified you discover your own and you 

work for your own, The direction of self-discovery will unravel your heaven and hell and efforts will 

lead the path towards either of them. 


